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opportunity

1#introduction

Icon.X is on a mission to create the ultimate hub for racing games and their communities.


Our team is creating a stunning web 3 layer, to enhance racing experience with tokenomics and 

digital assets, followed by our own physics engine and a deep story tailed universe. We're 

passionate about providing an immersive experience that takes its roots in science fiction 

references and racing history.


We offer players around the world an opportunity to showcase their aptitudes in a safe and almost 

gas free environment. However our competitions will be intense, with the hope to reveal the next 

champions of this century.


We believe that it's time for a new generation of racing games to emerge, one that embraces the 

social side of gaming while retaining the challenge of true competition.


For years, we’ve been thinking about a competitive layer app that players could mod and make their 

own. But the technology necessary to support the transaction volume and attribution complexity of 

such a game was out of our reach. Now, blockchain makes it all possible.   

Icon.X will be the first moddable automotive game that uses the best of both web2 and web3.  

It’s a two steps idea to have a quick go to market by using existing physics engines pairing it with 

blockchain technologies to enable new capabilities and empower players to collectively own the 

game, its community will have an impact on the games and direction we choose. 

Icon.X gaming layer will use this on-chain layer to track in-game assets, players progress and offer 

new experiences in a ready to play environment. 
 

By using blockchain, Icon.X will also enable players to create and trade car mods, giving them 

ownership of their creations. Icon.X is keeping in mind that we need to use the power of blockchain 

to create a gaming experience that is truly player-owned and pleasant to operate.  

Blockchain provides an approachable system to earn in game and outside – play and win, create 

and own, sell and trade. 
 

Finally, with the Icon.X token (IUC - Icon.X Universal Credit) and a blockchain-powered game 

economy, gamers can have the opportunity to be rewarded for the time they spend doing what they 

love the most.   

The time is right. A generation of hundreds of millions of players has been raised on Minecraft, 

Roblox, Assetto Corsa, but never experienced a cross-over with a simulation purpose.  

This new generation is getting old enough to earn and spend their own money—and are likely going 

for competitive multiplayer games that also fulfill the desire of being creative with a community. 


Icon.X’s player-creation tools are designed for them, with a more realistic look and real-world value. 

As the first competitive racing layer app that empowers players to create, trade, and truly own their 

player-created content on-chain, Icon.X has the potential to be the next industry-defining 

automobile franchise for a massive generation of players, creators and brand customers.
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5#game

mechanics (1/2)

Icon.X is a Web 3 layer application using all the power of tokenomics and NFT’s to provide a green, 

unique and intense racing experience.



Based on a realistic driving engine, for the time being Icon.X will propose to users to participate in 3 

types of competition7

R  make the best timinE

R 1 versus 1. The winner, and the people that stake on him take the potT

R up to 10 people on the grid



Later we’ll also mix the type of competition, our community members will have unique opportunities 

to challenge professional drivers, streamers or celebrities.



A major competition will take place within Icon.X World, with selected sponsored teams only,  

2 drivers per team, 10 tracks taking place in digital events and stunning physical events mixing 

simulation racing and festival experiences.



The economic model is based on the actual racing model with sponsorships and teams but will also 

implement Web 3 functionalities like 7

R Store your results in the blockchaiW

R Staking and delegate capitals on drivers, teams and content creatorB

R Buy, sell or win digital assets that will have an impact on your racing experiencF

R D.A.O featureB

R Icon.X Decentralized racing leagues



Creators will be able to edit their own pieces of content from Icon.X editor, such as cars and tracks 

designs, driver Shells, driver suits, everything will be tradable on our upcoming internal marketplace.


Time Attack:

Rivalry: 

The Sprint: 

Some competitions are 

Deadly and passion 

driven !



In Icon.x World 

 has a  & a 

.

your 

driver Shell

Soul
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4#token

Display below you can find the different earning mechanics of Icon.X world, they’re subject to 

change or evolve as we implement new features along the development process)

4 Icon.X in inGame reward3

4 Competition cash prize3

4 Sponsors for advertising, own a team and hire driver3

4 Users to participate in some paying competitions, buy and improve item3

4 Staking on drivers, teams, tracks and land3

4 Rewards creators to encourage the community to participate in the creation of Icon.X World

Value mechanics

Reserve

Treasury

Company

FOUNDATION Earning

sessions

Creator funds

Competition pool

Staking rewards

Community 
rewards

Products

development

Market

Events

Company

expesenses

50%

50%

Sponsoring

Service providing

Collectibles sales

Marketplace fees

Revenue

stream
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4#token

IUC utilities

The future of utility computing is coming to life.


IUC will fuel our upcoming features.

PURCHASE

TRADE

RACING

CREATE

GOVERNANCE

CUstomization

IUC

v Team licensing
v Ads on cars & trackh
v Event tickets

v Carh
v Drivers soulh
v Drivers shellh
v Trackh
v Paddocks

v Entrance feeh
v Cash priz�
v IG P&E

v Carh
v Trackh
v Drivers accessories

v Vot�
v Curatio®
v Staking

v Carh
v Drivers Soulh
v Drivers Shells
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5#game

mechanics (2/2)

The Shell is the essence of your driver. It have an impact on the colors and style of your car or your 

avatar. We’re discussing with NFTs bluechip projects to make their IPs compatible with a 

personalized driver Soul livery - specific collections will get their own dedicated livery or car design.


The Driver Soul stores your skills, which means the more you drive and break your limits, the more 

you will improve your skills and grant access to new levels of competitions.


Some well rewarding competition can also be deadly ! It means a big car accident can defrag your 

Soul !



At this time the remaining parts of your Soul will be uploaded to the cloud of drivers Souls where the 

Ministry of Soul will take care of it. Healing it part by part, the Ministry of Soul will consolidate it with 

other parts of defragmented Souls that could be compatible. A car crash is a traumatic experience.


Some parts of your Soul might end up with new shapes that don't fit together anymore. Players will 

get a new one interacting with the Ministry of Soul smart contract.



By doing so the Icon.X system allows drivers to support charities, giving to charities will augment 

their chance to generate a better rarity on their new Soul.


6#d.A.O

Our DAO system is still in development and will be fully disclosed in the Whitepaper final version.


We will invite our community to make decisions on the Icon.X World, including prioritizing the 

roadmap milestones, and choice on aesthetics. 



Players who participate the most will have more input in the decisions, reflecting the ethos of 

decentralized projects and encouraging high engagement. We will share our development 

progress openly with our owned social channels, including our web site and the app, Discord, and 

Twitter, we will be adding more channels as the community grows or new decentralized platforms 

emerge.
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8#road map

road map = trackmap

#002%
B Team gatherin<

B Building Icon.X Communit*

B First collaborations

#002C
B 3 steps competitions with AC engin_

B Staking & DAO features serving game mechanici

B Onboard teams sponsori

B InGame digital collectibles salei

B Start the R&D for Icon.X physics engine with UE

#002p
B Decentralized leagu_

B Pools of competitioni

B Onboard new round of sponsors for tracksPursuit R&D of 

Icon.X physics engine with UE

#002�
B Our own marketplace for Icon.X release & creatori

B Beta of our UE based engin_

B Creator content tools with U¥

B New sponsors round for land

#002�
B Open world & interoperabilit*

B Game engine with Pixel streaming on U¥

B & more to reveal

IN progress

not started

not started

not started

not started
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9#tech

architecture

polygon blockchain

Icon.X is part of this new era of web3 game that chose to use the Polygon blockchain for both its in-

game NFTs, but also it’s in-game utility token IUC.
 

By doing so we aim to have the best return on tech optimisation and potentiality of interoperability 

with other projects integrated on Polygon blockchain.



Polygon is a sustainable layer2 (on top of Ethereum layer1 blockchain), in terms of design, 

performance and ecological impact.



The main Icon.X smart contracts inherit from the FA2 standards to enable asset composability.


Icon.X uses a hybrid architecture (on-/off-chain) to accommodate the requirements. 


Icon.X NFTs and their inherent features (traits, livery, etc.) as well as accessories are stored on-

chain.



Used as a layer our web3 app runs on top a off-chain database connecting to existent web2 games. 

This is subject to evolve in the future when we’ll move forward to our own physics and game engine.


3D models and images are stored on IPFS to ensure that players are always able to access their 

NFTs.
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9#tech

architecture

application back end

What the app does for the user P

N Create Manage Web 2 / Web 3 accounB

N Pay feeR

N Download and install tracks and cars for the comeptitionR

N Saves stats in the blockchai>

N Airdrop prize regarding resultR

N Airdrop poap NF)

N Simple graphics configurations

ICON.X desktop app

server app

icon.x game server

POLYGON

COMMUNITY

GAME ENGINE

Basic tracks + DLC 

Cars etc

GAME ENGINE

Smart Contract·

¬ Tokenª

¬ NFTs

¬ Statª

¬ Resultª

¬ AidropsLog stats directly 

Choose your race on


the Icon.X app &


everything is done


automatically

¬ Trackª

¬ Carª

¬ Enhance graphicª

¬ Racing Tools

smart contract

The latest versions of the smart contracts are currently being audited. The GitLab repository and 

the contracts will be released soon.
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9#tech

architecture

Icon.x app

The Icon.X desktop app is powered by electronJS. The design of the Icon.X World hub is builded 

around an automated mod injection happening in the blockchain that enables rewarding in real time.



Web3 blockchain and gaming are brought together with the following modules:



We allow users to log in using web3 tools and Oauth2 log-in, they will be able to sign up using third 

party secured solutions like Metamask, WalletConnect or Tor.us.  

Icon.X have high concern about enabling players to securely connect also through social medias to 

onboard maximum Web 2 traditional users and not excluding anyone.



We use in-house and 3rd party game content management APIs to manage the game assets.  

Our protocol also communicate with in-game events and inject Icon.X mods regarding digital assets 

owned.



Users will have access to tournaments through our servers. Our Gaming servers will interact with 

PostgreSQL node.js REST API running in Docker container for database management, storing all 

information from user data to tournaments specifics.



Drivers track records and rewards will be processed on chain by our gaming servers using Polygon, 

the backbone of the Icon.X tokenomics.




01# Login Web2 & Web 3


02# Game injector


03# Server-side


04# Blockchain & Smart contracts
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overview

We build our activities at the intersection of multiple global trends.


While each of these trends offer a plethora of opportunities individually, Icon.X have strong reasons 

to believe that there's a huge opportunity to develop a commercially attractive universe at this 

intersection.


KI automotives races;

KI gamin sector:

The motorsport fan base evolved the 4 past years. The public is younger (average of 32 years old), 

and the women ‘s participation doubled during the 4 past years.



Despite the pandemic effects, the Formula 1 audience increased in 2021 to reach 445M unique TV-

viewers worldwide (+3% compared to 2020, including 70,8M in China).



But the most spectacular increase of frequentation is on the social medias. On Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, YouTube, Tiktok, Snapchat, Twitch and other chinese social platforms, increased by 40% 

to reach 49M of followers and the numbers of views increased by 50% to reach 7 billion.



These results show that the part of Formula 1 on digital is above all the other big sports.



The frequentation on the circuits was less important than before the pandemic in 2021 but still high 

with 2,7M fans (compared with 4,16M fans before the pandemic).

Gaming has become a mainstream form of entertainment, and a big industry.


With more than 300 billion dollars in the world (source: Accenture) and 2,7 billion gamers across the 

world in 2021, the video games industry is bigger than the cinema and music markets together.


Boosted by the global pandemic, the video game world enjoyed a surge in sales during periods of 

containment around the world. The number of gamers has increased by 500 million in the last 3 

years, and forecasts indicate an increase of another 400 million by the end of 2023, thus reaching 

3,1 billion gamers worldwide.



Some stats against stereotypes�

´ The average gamer is 35 years old, not only teenagers or kids·

´ 50% of Europeans play video gameÊ

´ Over 1.7 billion people are PC gamers 

´ 46% of American gamers are female 

´ Asia is the biggest gaming market, with 1.48 billion video game players.

Sources:


https://www.blogdumoderateur.com/marche-mondial-jeu-video-pese-300-milliards-dollars/

https://dataprot.net/statistics/gamer-demographics/

https://www.blogdumoderateur.com/marche-mondial-jeu-video-pese-300-milliards-dollars/
https://dataprot.net/statistics/gamer-demographics/
https://dataprot.net/statistics/gamer-demographics/
https://www.blogdumoderateur.com/marche-mondial-jeu-video-pese-300-milliards-dollars/
https://dataprot.net/statistics/gamer-demographics/
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overview

KI esport & simracing sector:

KI sponsors:

Despite the enormous growth of the esport industry, its revenues are still tiny compared to those of 

the most popular traditional sports. In 2019, the revenue from esport was 980 million USD, while for 

the NBA it was 7,920 and for the NFL 15,260 million USD.



Today, however, esport is one of the fastest growing industries in the world.


2020 was a special year for virtual racing, as it partially served as a replacement for motorsports 

when the real cars were not allowed to race.



The overall audience for esport has reached 435.9 million people by 2020, of whom esport 

enthusiasts account for 215.4 million. In 2024, it is estimated that the viewer base will reach 577 

million, of whom esport enthusiasts will number 285.7 million.



Simracing is the part of esport where participants race each other in a virtual, real-time simulated 

world. It involves professional gamers racing each other within a virtual racing game or other 

software.



Some motorsports drivers who were unfamiliar with the virtual genre before 2020 are now aware of 

its potential and promoted the simracing platforms by participating in virtual events.


Thus, according to Stream Hatchet, simracing viewership increased from 2.2 million in August 2020 

to 4.4 million in January 2021. Viewership doubled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Sponsorships represent around 60% of all esport revenues, by far the largest source of income for 

any esport team. They include a wide variety of companies and industries and largely work the 

same way as in traditional sports. The original sponsors in the esport space have typically been 

gaming hardware and food and beverage companies. These continue to be popular, and companies/

products that embrace “gamer culture” see the most success.



In 2018, McDonald stopped supporting traditional football (Bundesliga) and they started to sponsor 

esport (ESL). New waves of sponsors have been emerging, including sports betting companies, 

traditional sports teams (who are looking to expand into esport), and web3/cryptocurrency 

companies. Global revenue from esport sponsorship in 2021 represented 641 million USD and should 

reach 724 million USD in 2023.

Sources:


https://akjournals.com/view/journals/204/aop/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012/

article-10.1556-204.2022.00012.xml#B4

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/de154437-lets-play-2021/DI_Lets-

Play-2021.pdf

https://akjournals.com/view/journals/204/aop/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012.xml#B4
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/de154437-lets-play-2021/DI_Lets-Play-2021.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/de154437-lets-play-2021/DI_Lets-Play-2021.pdf
https://akjournals.com/view/journals/204/aop/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012.xml#B4
https://akjournals.com/view/journals/204/aop/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012/article-10.1556-204.2022.00012.xml#B4
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/de154437-lets-play-2021/DI_Lets-Play-2021.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/de154437-lets-play-2021/DI_Lets-Play-2021.pdf
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7#IMC

Team, advisor & investors

Jonathan 

BEhar

CEO & Founder

giulio 

partisani

car design guru

axelle 

malard

artistic director 

& designer

Ryme wehbi

COMMUNICATION, 

CONSULTING & 

PRODUCER

benjamin 

goldstein

web3advisor

stephane 

koch

esport & sim 

racing advisor

antoine 

melquiond

web3 & content 

advisor

florian 

séran

discord security 

manager

DAPHNÉ 

HÉRAÏZ-BEKKIS

web        

vgdeveloper

gregory 

tordjmann

web3 developper

romain 

leroux

aston martin GT14 

pro driver & 

advisor

Alain 

benaim

Tokenomics 

advisor

dan 

ziouche

video editor & 

sound desiger

miki béhar

full stack 

developer & it 

security
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overview

KI Events industry:

There is a significant change in the way people consume music.


Artists have also changed their focus away from record sales to concentrate on making money from 

live concerts and merchandise sales.



Within the last decade, music festivals have grown into a major moneymaker in a competitive 

industry.



There are the big ones—Coachella, Lollapalooza, Outside Lands, Governors Ball—with big-ticket 

prices, multiple stages, camping options and nearly endless lists of performers. And alongside their 

rise in popularity, hundreds of smaller, niche or genre-specific festivals have flourished.


Coachella, one of the most popular festivals in the United States, grossed a whopping $114.6 million 

in 2017. This made it the first recurring festival franchise to earn more than $100m.



Car fans are everywhere. From the streets to the racetracks, they're always looking for a challenge.


But in most parts of the world it's hard to find an outlet for the racing instinct that so many people 

have.
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11#disclaimer

The information in this  is subject to change or update and should not be 

construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by IconX World or any other individual or 

organisation mentioned in this  relating to the future availability of services related 

to the use of the IUC or to their future performance or value. 


The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not 

constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or 

any invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities not should it or any part of it form the basis of 

or be relied upon in any connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. ICON.X WORLD 

expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any 

kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the 

, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting 

therefrom.



This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice. It is strictly informational. Do not trade or 

invest in any digital asset, token, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any 

investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate 

liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due 

diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in 

this document and develop a standalone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any 

investment decision.



We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable. 

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or 

implied. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or 

accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as 

of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and 

other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or 

visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made 

that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual 

aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.



The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-

looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. 

No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. 

Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in 

nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn out to 

be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, 

uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or 

all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual 

results.

ICON.X Litepaper

ICON.X Litepaper

ICON.X Litepaper
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We've learned a lot about Icon.X World since we first discovered it in 2022. It turns out that 

this dimension is not only energetically connected to our Human world, but also 

physically connected.



In this world, "code is law." It's ruled by one company: Icon.X Motors Company (or IMC).  

At first, we thought that they were acting as a kind of State like we know them on earth—

with their own identity and currency—but it seems that they operate more as what we call 

a Team.



People there use IUC or Icon.X Universal Credit, a decentralized chip that operates on a 

chain of block-formed databases. They oppose it to their old currency which they call 

Non Universal Credit, an apparent cousin of our Fiat money on earth.




Governance


Minting & Medium of Exchange


Rewards


• DAO and sub-DAO votes / platform governance


• Allocating to vote or delegate on player-created content



• Icon.X Universal Credit or IUC is the default currency on the upcoming Icon.X marketplace


• Pay fees in IUC to mint player-created or official content



• Player-created content / gameplay


• Content discovery participation



IUC will be issued as an ERC-20 token and deployed on Matic shortly afterward. At the token 

genesis event (TGE), 3 billion IUC tokens will be created as the total token supply, which will never 

increase. No other tradable tokens are anticipated to be created or minted. IUC tokens will be 

distributed and unlocked as follows:




4#token

Token disclaimer, all displayed TnC’s at the end of this document.

P#  4#006 / TOKEN
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Unlock Schedule

Seed sale

Gamers Rewards Foundation

Founders & Team

Company Reserve

Advisors

Public sale

Market making and liquidity

UNLOCKED

AT TGE

0

0

0

0

0

100%

100%

CLIFF

(MONTHS)

6

0

12

12

12

0

0

LINEAR UNLOCK AFTER 
CLIFF (MONTHS)

12

36

24

36

36

0

0

TOTAL UNLOCK FROM

TGE (MONTHS)

12

36

35

48

48

0

0

4#token

17,4%

10%

19%
28,1%

10%

12,5%

3%
Seed sale 17,42%

10%Foundation

19%Founders & Team

28,08%Company reserve

10%Advisors

12,5%Public sale

3%Market maker & 
liquidity

allocation + vesting schedule
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% Car renta�

% Driver Shel�

% Driver Soul

% Air dro-

% Rewards

% Purchase tokenI

% StakinE

% On teamI

% On pilotI

% On creators itemI

% Tickets for festiva�

% Support a tea:

% Buy NFT'I

% Bet on events

% Logs racings statI

% Buy sew driver SoulI

% Sell driver Soul on 

the marketplacg

% Enter competitio`

% Competition entrance 

fees

Buy ads�

% On trackI

% On eventI

% On carI

% On pilotI

% Insiders sho�

% Entertainment 

content

Sells their 

creation as�

% NFTI

% Drivers SuitI

% Drivers CarI

% TrackI

% Racing GameI

% Games

Buy / Ren¶

% LicensinE

% LandI

% Tracks

teams (must be

a Land Owner)CREATORS USERS DRIVERS NFT OWNERS

ICON.X

PLay 4 good 

CHARITIES

Icon.X World economic system

In the Icon.X economy, several personas will be able to participate in the ecosystem through 

play, creation, ownership, and governance. These personas interact to create a virtuous cycle of 

collaboration, discovery, and ever-increasing economic activity as more people participate.
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Icon.X Marketplace

creators

TEams,

land owners

ICON X

Drivers

Garages

Sells / renW

R Drivers Shells 

or Suit\

R Car\

R Track\

R Games

Sell\

R Drivers Suit\

R Drivers Car\

R Track Acces\

R Tickets for 

competitions

Bur / RenW

R Licensin�

R Land\

R Track\

R Drivers Shell\

R IconX Cars

Bur / RenW

R Drivers Soul\

R Drivers Shell\

R Cars

Shell\

R Car 

enhancement 

based on real 

cars 

performances

icon x

Marketplace
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